How EHE Health
Puts Your Safety First
EHE Health upholds the highest standards for safety
in our clinics and clinic partners. We have instituted safety
protocols in all locations. We continue to evaluate these
protocols regularly, making appropriate adjustments as
we obtain more data on optimal infection control, best
practices and safety protocols from the CDC and other
clinical authorities.
Here are some of the steps we take:

For EHE Clinical staff,
support and HQ employees
EHE Health employees complete daily a COVID-19 screening Survey
Questionnaire and temperature check daily to assess for the presence
of any signs and symptoms consistent with COVID-19. Additionally, employees
working in our clinical environments are tested on a weekly basis with
an COVID-19 Screening test. (Currently, the COVID-19 Antibody test.)  
In addition, all EHE Health clinics and network providers will continue with
their operational safety protocols that include maintaining physical distance,
wearing a facemask, performing hand hygiene, and reinforcing enhanced
disinfection protocols.  

For patients
Patients requesting COVID-19 testing, they will be referred out to the
Safe at WorkTM team for fulfillment and management. All EHE owned
clinic employees will adhere to weekly COVID-19 screening. Employees
who screen positive will be referred out for confirmatory testing.

Within our
Clinical environment
Our clinics utilize hospital-grade disinfectants and have implemented
enhanced, more frequent cleaning. We’ve also reconfigured our seating
in shared spaces to allow for social distancing.

NOTE

EHE Health has updated its COVID-19
testing policy for patients.
EHE Health uses clinical evidence to determine best practices in every
service we provide. Since we resumed our preventive care exams, EHE
Health has been screening patients for COVID-19 symptoms and/or exposure
with the following five (5) touchpoints in our owned clinics and majority of
network partners:
1. An email-based COVID-19 Screening Questionnaire sent 72 hours prior
to the scheduled appointment.
2. Follow up pre-screening confirmation calls 24-48 hours prior to the
scheduled appointment.  
3. A third completion of the COVID-19 Screening Survey Questionnaire
upon arrival to the scheduled appointment.
4. A temperature check.  
5. A point-of-care IgM/IgG antibody screening test to exclude
asymptomatic infections.  

The Data and Background
Out of over 6,000 exams we performed in the first 90 days, only six (6)
patients screened positive for the IgM antibody, which may indicate current
asymptomatic infection. All six (6) patients were referred out for confirmatory
testing, and each patient subsequently received a negative PCR result.
This demonstrates that the first four (4) screening touchpoints have been
effective at preventing 99.99% of exposures from occurring.    
Thus, from this data, our clinical team determined the most effective way to
screen patients safely and efficiently is to discontinue antibody testing and
continue with the other four (4) screening touchpoints for our preventive exam
patients. In addition, all EHE Health clinics and network providers will continue
with their operational safety protocols that include maintaining physical
distance, wearing a facemask, performing hand hygiene, and reinforcing
enhanced disinfection protocols.

